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1. 
DESIGN  
EXLORATION

2. 
DESIGN  
VISION

3. 
DESIGN  
INTENTION

Explore a wide range of possibilities. 
Define the optimal user experience. 
Develop product architectures and high-
level design directions.

Design all aspects of multiple selected 
directions. Defining the overall design 
aesthetic including form and CMF. 

Refine the details of the single 
selected design. Prepare the design 
for engineering and manufacturing. 
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Verdical Platform for Growth 

Equity only project with a startup. The core team was 
just three of us. My design role was supposed to be 
minimal effort pre funding. We had to seize some 
opportunities which required wearing additional hats. 
In collaboration with CEO and advisors I drove the 
strategy and design of our investor pitch deck, 
business plan and overall product vision. 2018-2019
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Verdical redefines the 
supply chain - growing 

on-site where flavor and 

freshness rule
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Gaining insight from 

our users 

We interviewed our existing and future 
customers both in person and via phone… 

Living front of house Verdical is a 

statement of the restaurants values, 
their commitment to fresh and local.  

People have an innate emotional 

connection to plants which instills a 
desire to care for them.  

There is adverse reaction to the term 
“verticle farm”, while people want fresh 

farming is perceived as too much work.

“It’s good advertising and it’s good for 
business”  

- Mohammad, Saha Berkeley

“A vertical farm, is it easy? Farming is too 
much work” 

- Jeff, Wise Sons Jewish Delicatessen

“I love the little seedlings - I've even had 
names for them, like ‘Leaf Mialone’” 

- Barbara, Pizza My Heart Manager

“It communicates freshness and that we’re 
still on the cutting edge of things.” 

- Audi, Head Chef Jardiniere SF
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EFFORT

Insights into action - 

enable care rather 

than work 

People have an emotional connection to 
plants which breeds an innate desire to 
care for them. However they do not want 
to do the work of a farmer.  

Therefore we enable users to live in the 
warm and fuzzy care space through 
deliberate interactions requiring just the 
right amount of effort. We leverage 
automation and machine learning to dial 
in this sweet spot.  
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Good for the planet - minimize the environmental 

impact of everything we do. 

Take the farming out if growing - use automation and 

machine learning to do the tough stuff, everything else 
is easy.  

Celebrate the ritual  - nurture people’s desire to care 

for the plants and delight in the ceremony of it all.  

Make a statement - tell the world there is nothing more 

fresh or local by living front of house.

Articulating who 
we are - our 

Guiding Principles 

Verdical is… 
Intuitive - not Labor Intensive 
Tool - not a Hobby 
Habit - not Labor Intensive  
Inteligent 
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Architecture exploration to accommodate a food 
service yield of 10lbs per week (~320 plants) 

QUINT QUAD TRIPPLE DOUBLE SINGLE LAYERS

“U” LOOP THIN WALL W/ STAND
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We had the opportunity to productize with US Foods. They purchased 
two prototypes which included a three month research program. We 
had only three months to deliver so with our little bit of funding we 
hired an engineering firm and went for it! 

US Foods Project Plan

Engineering Brief
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SETUP GROW HARVEST MAINTAIN

Ensuring the development of a wholistic experience 
using the Journey Framework to dive into each each 
moment identifying opportunities and solutions for 
prioritization. Concept generation includes sketching, 
prototyping and working closely with our customers.
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Seed Pod Library Software Hardware

The Platform for Growth
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One of a kind Seed  

Pod Library 

Growing on-site allows us to ignore shelf life 
and prioritize flavor. Offering unique varieties 
that can’t be found anywhere else. Enabling 
Chefs to broaden their menus and 
differentiate their brand.
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Hardware for 

intelligent plant 

management

60 Plants 
Grown vertically on a 
rotating column for 150 
lbs of plants per year.

Integrated Sensors 
A symphony of sensors 
throughout for a no fuss 
user experience.

Aesthetic Fit 
Customizable finishes to 
blend seamlessly into 
any space.

Modular & Compact 
2’ x 2’ footprint can be 
installed side by side or 
distributed throughout. 

LED Lights  
Dimmable lights grow 
plants and create just the 
right ambiance. 

Root Management 
Root growth is contained 
for more compact, easy to 
harvest plants.
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Pod Storage - drop in pod 

shipping box for convenient 

access to new pods

Rotating column - easy access 

to all plants

Funnel lid - pour to refill just 

like watering a plant

LED Lights - automated dimmable 

lights grow plants

Water bin - supplies water 

for the automated  

hydroponics system Customizable Finish - panels 

can be ordered to match any 

interior

Plant Site - secures seed pods 
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Harvest Tray - easily 

transports plants to kitchen 

work station

Compostable nutrient rich 

pod and sleeve
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Watering 
Hydroponic system pumps water from 
the bottom bin to the top where it flows 
over each column of seed pods until 
fully saturated. Watered once a day to 
alway remain moist. Water level sensor is 
constantly monitoring.

Root Management 
Small root balls are easier to handle and 
less organic matter to cause havoc in 
the system. A fan drys out the tower post 
watering so the roots remain in the 
medium where it is moist. Moisture sensor 
monitor the internal conditions.

Light Cycle 
Plants need a certain amount of light 
per day to grow hearty without bolting. 
Restaurants value a specific ambiance. 
Multiple light modes ensure both needs 
are met. Simply input operating hour 
and desired ambient light level.

Ambiance SunSleep

Operating Hours
0 24

Automated Care
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Software cultivating 

happy users and  

happy plants 

Real-Time Monitoring 
Tracking system/plant health allows for 
worry free growth of lots of plants.  

Automated Care 
Automated watering, lighting and nutrient 
optimization takes care of the hard work. 

Yield Planner 
Customize the desired output and seed 
pods arrive when needed. 

Plant Catalogue 
Discover new flavors from a vast library of 
unique plants. Connect with local breeders.  
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“Us Foods is about offering customers state-of-the-art future food solutions. What’s 
important to our customer is local farm to table. Verdical doesn’t get any more ultra super 

duper local. I could not be happier.” - US FOODS Head Chef, Kathleen Hoffman 
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Technology should enable good 
results but should not remove 
the cook from the cooking 
process 

“It’s not about convenience but 
about llfestyle”

The professional stove is an 
aspirational status symbol. It is a 
cornerstone of the high-end 
kitchen  

“This (Bluestar stove) is our 
Range Rover” 

The range is an investment piece 
that impacts a home’s resale 
value 

“Premium appliances have a 
15-20 year life expectancy”

Premium aesthetics are strongly 
defined by the brands Viking / 
Wolf and Gaggenau /Miele 

“Aesthetics are a big part of it…
Viking and Wolf look so cool”

Gas ranges with high BTUs are 
the premium norm 

“This (Bluestar stove) is the BIG 
SHOW in our kitchen.”

The oven is often an 
afterthought. Cooks tend to 
default to what they know and 
have been cooking with 

“I think my oven is electric…”

Induction technology is still 
catching on 

“Electric has ruined it for 
induction ”

Steam ovens are lesser known 
then induction, but there is 
growing interest as a microwave 
alternative 

“Health conscious cooks are 
replacing their microwaves with 
steam ovens.”  

What we learned 

during our research  

We derived our insights and 
opportunity areas from talking with 
professional chefs & cooking experts, 
everyday chefs & food enthusiasts; 
exploring the cooking trends, 
technologies, and design cues that 
signify premium in this space.
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New ways

Traditional ways

Modern  
Aesthetics

Traditional  
Aesthetics 

Set the bar Refresh 
  

Stand Out Rethink

Concept Areas 

Set the bar 
How might we compete with today’s premium 
players… by looking professional and premium 
but standing out through visibility, flexibility 
and usability? 

Stand Out 
How can we re-introduce new methods 
(induction, steam)while keeping the traditional 
aesthetics and means (gas and convection 
bake? 

Refresh 
What might a modern, sleeker version of the 
traditional, freestanding range look like?   

Rethink 
How might we define a new look to premium, 
incorporate new methods and convey a larger 
benefit such as eco efficiency or connectivity?  
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Performance 
Baseline

Features enhance performance and 
support the fundamentals

New Ways

Traditional Ways Influenced by new technologies and cultural 
trends (healthy eating, energy efficiency)
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Modern 
Aesthetics

Traditional 
Aesthetics

Acknowledging 
Traditional

Current Freestanding Aesthetics 

(Viking & Wolf) 

• Commercial restaurant look 
• Robust proportions and wide 

footprints (36”+) 
• Stainless steel finishes 
• Cast iron grates 
• Large knobs facing forward 
• Minimal backsplash  
• Little to no digital UI 
• Kick panels  
• Feet that elevate the device

In-wall Aesthetics (Gaggenau) 

• Minimal and sleek form 
treatments 

• Flat and integrated features  
• Restrained digital UI 
• Glass fronts 
• Metallic or black finishes 
• Minimal and edited control 

features
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New Ways

Traditional Ways

Traditional 
Aesthetics

Modern 
Aesthetics

Concept Generation 

Original concepts
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Concept  

Celebration  

A removable panel on the all-
induction cook surface turns any 
surface in the home into a cook 
surface or warming/serving space. 
With the induction panel removed, the 
cook surface acts as a warming space. 

The oven interior utilizes movable 
infrared panels to create a high heat 
environment that mimics a BBQ/
rotisserie grill. Working with high 
capacity vents, cooks can BBQ/
rotisserie grill indoors.  
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Celebration Range 

Unique selling points 
& signature elements

Warming plate below removable 
induction panel

Digital induction UI panel on raised 
surface edge 

Removable induction panel
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Rotisserie arm attachment

Integrated grilling grate/catch tray

Turbo venting door frameHeat shield door

Directional/dimensional 
infrared grilling panels

Wood chip chamber at bottom

Celebration Oven 

Unique selling points 
& signature elements
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Final Designs 

Hearth 
The hearth concept blends traditional/
old world aesthetics with new 
technologies and methods. The oven 
echoes the aesthetics of wood-fired, 
high-heat ovens through its arched 
shape and use of masonry. 

Freedom 
Embodied in its sleek, modern aesthetic  
is revolutionary approach to gas 
cooktops. The ‘freedom gas range’ 
allows cooks to use any part of the gas 
range, much like an induction cooktop. 
It senses the size and location of 
cookware and directs flames to the 
appropriate area(s).
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Final Design  

60/40 

Providing cooks with the best of all worlds, 60% of the 
stove is dedicated to  traditional cooking methods: gas 
and bake/convection oven. 40% is dedicated to new 
methods: induction cooktop and steam oven. While 
60/40 offers both traditional and new methods, a clear 
distinction is made between them. 
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Range includes popup vent, 
induction surface with active 
LED feedback controlled by 
layered LCD knob. 
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The steam oven is positioned as a 
healthier, natural microwave alternative 
with timed functions such as defrost and 
reheat. It can also be locked and can 
function similar to a pressure cooker. 
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iliacus muscle self release tool 

Personal Project with Physical Therapist. Developed the 
idea for my wife to help relieve her back pain. Her PT 
was spending a lot of time doing manual manipulation 
on her iliacus muscle, which was the root cause of her 
pain. There had to be a better way. We filed provisional 
and design patents with the intension of bringing it to 
market via Kickstarter.
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The ili-what? 

The iliacus muscle connects to the pelvic 
bone and blend with the psoas, making 
up what is commonly known as the hip 
flexor. It is directly linked to pain for the 
back down to the toes. Most everyone 
does an activity that causes tightness in 
the iliacus. 

Back & Hip pain

Knee pain

Foot pain

ILIACUS 

MUSCLE
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The iliacus is a difficult 

to access muscle   

The iliacus muscle is tucked behind the 
the pelvic bone so the tool must wrap 
around the bone. Previously the only way 
to access this area was though manual 
thumb manipulation.

Access behind 
pelvic bone
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Targeting the right spot 

with right pressure  

Developing a compact tool that the users lays on 
using their bodyweight to release tension. TPU 
models allowed us to quickly dial in key functional 
features. We tested them on multiple physical 
therapy patients.

protrusion depth reach angle overall height tip size
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Properly positioning 

ourselves as a trusted tool  

In fitness/health market we position ourselves 
closer to the medical end as a  respected tool, 
not a toy. Priced high enough to be perceived 
effective but low enough to gain mass 
acceptance as a maintenance tool, not a cure all. 

PERFORMANCE MEDICAL 

$ 

$$$

FITNESS WELLNESS 
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ili is…  

Approachable  

Empowering  

Accurate
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Soft overall pill shape is 
friendly and approachable

Flat sides with soft crease 
exude the precision of an 
effective tool

Elastomer flexes slightly with 
body weight for just the right 
amount of pressure
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95 x 115 x 65mm
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Meet ili landing page 

A draft website to presell some 
prototypes and clearly articulate 
what we’re selling, how it works and 
the reasons to believe.
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Freelance
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Twelve South - Compass Pro 

Update their classic Compass portable iPad stand to 
be more robust, stable and work with the 12.9” iPad 
while maintaining the multi angle functionality.

Flip out feet with hook hold 
iPad securing in place

Extendable rear leg offers 
multiple viewing angles 

Previous and Updated
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Kanni - Fashion Vaporizer  

Pen style vaporizer reminiscent of ladies Makeup 
as a vessel for limited edition artwork and finish.
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Direct USB chargeability, 
no more carrying a cable
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Phone Battery Case 

Charging phone case with stiff elastomer 
bezel and plastic patterned inlay in the rear. 
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minimal raised  
chamfered button 

rounded profile 
reflects phone 
geometry

precision edge 
crease

precision edge 
crease

minimal camera 
surround 

gloss plastic inlay 
with matte pattern

interior color pop
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Grey/white CMF with 
different pattern.
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Smitten - Thermal Packaging 

Double walled paper ice cream packaging kept 
contents colder longer to prevent using additives. 
Designed to use molded begasse. 
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Mead - Water Bottle 

Storage bottle concepts give kids the ability to 
conveniently keep snack and personal belongings. 
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DVC ID Professor  

“Year 2030, what will the 

mobility experience be like?” 

Nissan sponsored project with Fusion 360 
and the Academy of Art. The students final 
presentation at Nissan consisted of two 
boards, concept renderings and storyboard. 
While they were still quite green with their 
technical skills the students identified 
compelling “whys” behind their concepts. I 
was invited back to teach Spring 2020.  



Thanks :)


